
 
 

Rahu Ketu transit report on Academic and 

Educational Prospects of your Child 

 

Birth Details 

Name  ABC 

Birth Date  January 14th 2009 

Birth Time  09:35 AM 

Gender  Male 

City  Bangalore 

State  Karnataka 

Country  India 

Astro Details 

Lagna  Aquarius 

Moon Sign  Leo 

Sun Sign  Capricorn 

Birth Star  Magha 

 

Natal Chart 

   

 

 

 



 
 

 

Purpose:  

This report will analyze the effect of transiting Rahu and Ketu, and the results 

likely to be experienced from three aspects, one is the physical body, second is the 

mind and heart and the third is the soul. 

• Rahu is transiting over the sign of Pisces from 30th October 2023 till 18th May 

2025. 

• Ketu is transiting over the sign of Virgo from 30th October 2023 till 18th May 

2025. 

  

Analysis: 

Rahu transits the 10th house from Moon sign, in Taurus. It aspects the 2nd house of 

mouth and speech, it also aspects the 6th house of competition. Ketu transits the 4th 

house of education occupying its own sign. 

Inference: 

On observation of the horoscope it is seen that this child can feel somewhat lost and 

directionless in terms of school matters. While feeling lost is the emotional aspect, 

the education aspect is positive. The subjects connected with simple numbers will 

prosper. This can mean the maths portion and not algebra, geometry etc. The child 

is expected to take an interest in science subjects particularly due to research bent 

of mind through this transit.  

The child will focus more on building a good reputation, or a competitive reputation 

for himself in school matters which is a positive trait. However, he may resort to 

undesirable manipulative means to achieve this objective which his elders are 

advised to keep an eye out for. There can be a tendency to stay awake at night, and 

even if it is for the purpose of studying, you are advised to discourage it. Since major 

as well as minor planetary period is supportive, which runs concurrently with the 

transit of Rahu and Ketu, he will do well in school and succeed in acquiring not just 

knowledge but wisdom, judgement and discernment capabilities. 

More than academic and books, home based holistic learning will take place very 

well for him. He is likely to exhibit some amount of anger and rebellion, and even 

pick fights when told to study, and if that happens you are strongly advised to 

perform a Ganesha havan for best results. 

 



 
 

Home Remedies 

• Offer modak at a Vinayaka (this specific form of Ganesha) temple on 

Wednesdays. 

• Consume only vegetarian foods through this transit. 

Remedies 

• Perform a Durga Fire Lab/homam. 

Important Note : Please note that predictions are subject to the accuracy 

in the time of birth provided. 


